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City of Lawrence 
Traffic Safety Commission 
Website: lawrenceks.org/boards/traffic-safety-commission
E-mail: traffic@lawrenceks.org
Telephone: 785-832-3034 

October 3, 2016 Agenda 
7:00 PM - City Commission Room, City Hall 

COMMISSION MEMBERS:  Chris Storm, Chair; Steven Koprince, Vice-Chair; Dave 
Crawford; Ryan Devlin; Travis Harrod; Jason Hoskinson; Tony Jones; and, John 
Ziegelmeyer Jr. 

ITEM NO. 1: Review and approve the minutes of the Traffic Safety Commission 
meeting, August 1, 2016. 

ITEM NO. 2: Consider request to establish NO PARKING along the west side of 
Tennessee Street, north of 18th Street. 

 Staff Report: 

1. At the time of this request, pedestrians walking east on 18th

Street had no place to wait to cross the street, except in the 
roadway; this would require a substantial amount of restricted 
parking north of the intersection. 

2. This past summer, a new sidewalk and ramp were constructed 
to provide pedestrians a place to walk and cross the street that 
reduces the amount of restricted parking needed north of the 
intersection.

Anyone who wishes to be notified when an item will be heard 
by the City Commission must provide their name and a 

telephone number or an e-mail address. 
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3. Parking is currently restricted at other intersections along 
Tennessee Street, 12th Street to 17th Street, from 90 feet to 190 
feet, with 125 feet being the most common. 

4. Restricting parking for a distance of 85 feet north of the 
intersection would place the sign at the property line between 
the 2nd & 3rd property at a point approximately 130 north of the 
pedestrian crossing point. 

ITEM NO. 3: Consider request for TRAFFIC CALMING on North Street between 
5th Street & 7th Street. 

 Staff Report: 

1. North Street is classified as a “collector” street in a residential 
area, paved approximately 18 feet wide, with a speed limit of 30 
mph, as provided in State Law. 

2. The City’s Traffic Calming Policy permits traffic calming devices 
(except Speed Humps) on “collector” streets if the 85th

percentile speed of traffic is 5 mph or greater over the speed 
limit; if the 24-hour 2-way traffic volume is greater than 3000; if 
cut-through traffic comprises more than 50% of the traffic 
during the peak hour of the day; or, if more than 50% of the 
frontage of the roadway consists of residential lots with the 
houses facing the roadway in question. 

3. More than 50% of the frontage of the roadway consists of 
residential lots with the houses facing the roadway in question; 
therefore, this roadway meets the criteria for consideration of 
traffic calming. 

ITEM NO. 4: Consider request to establish NO PARKING along St. Andrews Drive 
from Bob Billings Parkway to a point approximately 790 feet south 
of the centerline of Seminole Drive. 

 Staff Report: 

1. St. Andrews Drive is classified as a “local” street in a 
residential/office area, paved approximately 26 feet wide. 

2. Parking is currently permitted along both sides of St. Andrews 
Drive.
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ITEM NO. 5: Consider request to CLOSE Haskell Lane at 29th Street. 

 Staff Report: 

1. When Haskell Avenue was relocated as a part of the South 
Lawrence Trafficway, the old portion was designated as Haskell 
Lane and a connection to 31st Street was maintained. 

2. Haskell Lane is classified as a “local” street intended only for 
access to adjacent properties. 

3. Traffic traveling between Haskell Avenue and 31st Street should 
be using the new signalized intersection instead of cutting-
through on the “local” street. 

ITEM NO. 6: Public Comment. 

ITEM NO. 7: Commission Items. 

ITEM NO. 8: Staff Items. 
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David Woosley

From: Sharon Ashworth <sharonashworth97@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Mar 7, 2016 at 4:37 PM 
Subject: 18th and tennessee, try again 
To: dcronin@lawrenceks.org

Dear David Cronin, 

I spoke with you briefly after the bike-ped task force public meeting at City Hall. We discussed my reporting of an 
unsafe crossing at 18th and Tennessee. The pictures are on the west side of the street, walking from west to east. 

This crossing is used by Cordley Elementary school students, Central Middle School students and KU student. 18th 
is a very crowded 2-way street with lots of pedestrians and no sidewalks. Kids must lean out into the street to see 
oncoming traffic while also keeping an eye on cars turning onto Tennessee from 18th (often drivers are not looking 
to the right to see the pedestrian stepping off the curb. 

My thoughts for a relatively simple, inexpensive temporary fix would be to disallow parking close to the 
intersection with a sign and some yellow paint. Ideally we would love sidewalks, but I know that is a much more 
involved project. 

Thank you for your attention to the is matter, 

Sharon
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TRAFFIC CALMING POLICY 
Resolution No. 6602, August 23, 2005 

 
 

1. TRAFFIC-CALMING DEVICES may include but are not limited to Traffic-Calming Circles, Speed Humps and Speed 
Cushions, Speed Tables, Partial Diverters, Full Diverters, Center Island Narrowing, Chokers, and Road Closures; 
however, roundabouts are traffic management devices and are not subject to this policy. 

 
2. TRAFFIC-CALMING DEVICES may be permitted on “local” streets as designated by the City’s Major 

Thoroughfares Map, and under any one of the following conditions: 
A. The 85th percentile speed of traffic is 5 mph or greater over the speed limit, or 
B. The 24-hour two-way traffic volume is greater than 1000, or 
C. Cut-through traffic comprises more than 50% of the traffic during the peak hour of the day, or 
D. Where no single condition is satisfied, but where any two of A, B or C above are satisfied to the extent of 

80 percent or more of the stated values. 
 

3. TRAFFIC-CALMING DEVICES (except SPEED HUMPS) may be permitted on “collector” streets as designated by 
the City’s Major Thoroughfares Map, under any one of the following conditions: 

A. The 85th percentile speed of traffic is 5 mph or greater over the speed limit, or 
B. The 24-hour two-way traffic volume is greater than 3000, or 
C. Cut-through traffic comprises more than 50% of the traffic during the peak hour of the day, or 
D. More than 50% of the frontage of the roadway consists of residential lots with the houses facing the 

roadway in question, or  
E. Where no single condition is satisfied, but where any two of A, B, C or D above are satisfied to the extent 

of 80 percent or more of the stated values. 
 

4. Traffic data will be collected with city personnel using city equipment only.  In the event that a requested 
location does not meet the minimum requirements as stated in 2 or 3 above, subsequent requests will not be 
considered for a minimum of one year. 

 
5. The Lawrence-Douglas County Fire & Medical Department, the Police Department, the Public Works Department 

and the Traffic Safety Commission must review all requests for TRAFFIC-CALMING DEVICES before being 
presented to the City Commission. 

 
6. If a project is approved by the City Commission, the City Commission will determine financing of the 

construction.  The City Commission may require 0-100% of the costs to be paid by the group or neighborhood 
making the request. 

 
7. After a project is approved and funded by the City Commission, TRAFFIC-CALMING DEVICES will only be 

constructed at a location if 70% or more of the property owners within 300 feet measured along the centerline 
of the street in each direction approve of the installation or if directed by the City Commission.  The individual, 
group or neighborhood making the request shall be responsible for obtaining the property owners’ and residents’ 
approval in writing and submitting it to the city. 

 
8. Once installed, TRAFFIC-CALMING DEVICES may only be removed at a location if more than 70% of the 

property owners and residents within 300 feet measured along the centerline of the street in each direction 
approve of the removal or if directed by the City Commission.  The individual, group or neighborhood making the 
request shall be responsible for obtaining the property owners’ and residents’ approval in writing and submitting 
it to the city. 

 
9. TRAFFIC CALMING DEVICES may initially be landscaped (if appropriate) by the city, provided that the group or 

neighborhood making the request agrees in writing to maintain the landscaping or pursuant to the payment of a 
landscape maintenance fee.  No privately installed landscaping is permitted unless approved by the city in 
writing. 
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David Woosley

From: David Ice <iceassociates@sunflower.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 9:54 PM
To: David Woosley
Cc: David Ice
Subject: Parking concern On St. Andrews Dr.

Categories: Refer to TSC

Members of the Traffic Safety committee: 

I had a telephone conversation today with David Woosley about this issue and he advised me to write to you.  

I would like to raise a concern on a traffic safety/parking issue on Saint Andrews Drive. I request that the issue be 
reviewed as soon as possible, and action taken to mitigate the problem. 

The Problem: 

Vehicles are parked along St. Andrews Drive, restricting traffic flow, and due to their position, creating a potential 
accident condition for the residents and traffic flowing through the area.  

Background;
I have been a resident of the address shown below since April 2000. Traffic from residents and those on adjacent 
streets have flowed unimpeded until early 2016. Since that time, cars have begun to be parked in two separate areas 
at the north end of St. Andrews Drive, often on both sides of the street. This parking condition begins about 8 AM 
and is over at about 5 PM, Monday through Friday. 
This portion of St. Andrews Drive is hilly and contains several curves, making visibility of oncoming traffic 
difficult, from either North to South or South to North.

The dangerous blind spot #1 
Today for example, at 2:50 PM there were eight cars parked on the east side of Saint Andrews Drive facing toward 
Bob Billings Parkway on a curve that exists at that part of the Drive. Due to the fact that these cars appear at about 
8 AM and leave at about 5 PM and are adjacent to Arbor Court, my thinking is that they must be employees of 
Arbor Court. I took a tour of the Arbor Court parking lot and found 21 empty parking spaces on their property. I am 
wondering therefore why these cars are parked on Saint Andrews Drive when there appears to be ample space on 
the Arbor Court owners property.  
Residents and others passing through headed northbound to Bob Billings Parkway are forced into the middle of the 
drive ( left of center) on a curve and often find themselves nose to nose with southbound traffic who cannot see 
them coming. Because of the cars parked on the east side of the Drive, southbound traffic on St. Andrews cannot 
see oncoming traffic until the cars are in front of them due to the curve of the street 

Dangerous blind spot #2. 
Cars are often parked on both sides of St. Andrews Drive adjacent to the entrance to the KU Saint Andrews 
Research Facility. Traffic headed north toward Bob BillingsParkway must tread their way through the park cars, at 
the bottom of the hill and on a curve. This condition is literally an accident waiting to happen. I took a tour of the 
KU research facility parking lot today as well and found 11 empty parking spaces on the property. Why are people 
parking on the street? 
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Please review this situation at your earliest possible time and provide some plan of action to relieve the situation. 

David R. Ice 
1713 St. Andrews Drive 
Lawrence, KS 66047-1703 
785-842-0804   cell  215-870-0403 
email: daveice@sunflower.com
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